
be performed. Starting from the results presented

here on the fungal FAS and on the architectur-

ally distinct mammalian FAS described in an

accompanying paper (38), it may even be pos-

sible to ultimately obtain a detailed atomic

model for both types of FAS assemblies.
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Grain Size–Sensitive Creep in Ice II
Tomoaki Kubo,1* William B. Durham,2 Laura A. Stern,3 Stephen H. Kirby3

Rheological experiments on fine-grained water ice II at low strain rates reveal a creep
mechanism that dominates at conditions of low stress. Using cryogenic scanning electron
microscopy, we observed that a change in stress exponent from 5 to 2.5 correlates strongly
with a decrease in grain size from about 40 to 6 micrometers. The grain size–sensitive
creep of ice II demonstrated here plausibly dominates plastic strain at the low-stress
conditions in the interior of medium- to large-sized icy moons of the outer solar system.

H
igh-pressure phases of water ice are

major constituents of the interiors of

low-density icy moons with radii of

9700 km, namely Ganymede and Callisto

(Jupiter); Titan, Rhea, and Iapetus (Saturn);

Titania and Oberon (Uranus); and Triton (Nep-

tune) (1). These moons were warmed by accre-

tional heating and are often internally heated,

either by tidal stresses of a nearby giant planet

or by radioactive decay of a rocky component.

The rheology of ice, as described by the rela-

tionship ėe º f ðsÞ between a strain rate ėe and

differential stress s, can control the thermal

evolution and internal dynamics of icy moons

(2–6). Typically, in crystalline solids the stress

sensitivity is described by a power law, ėe º sn,

where the stress exponent n is a constant.

Creep experiments have been carried out at

pressure-temperature (P-T) conditions relevant

to the interiors of icy moons to determine the

flow law of several high-pressure phases (7–12).

In those studies, differential stresses were rela-

tively high and the grain size of samples was

not controlled or examined. In all measurements

to date on the high-pressure phases of ice, the

stress exponent is relatively large (n 9 4), which

implies dominance of a grain size–insensitive

(GSI) deformation mechanism such as disloca-

tion creep (13).

Dislocation creep may not be the dominant

mechanism of deformation at the low levels of

stress (s G 0.1 MPa) expected in the convecting

interiors of icy moons (14, 15). According to the

flow law, as stress decreases, mechanisms of

lower n Eparticularly the contribution of grain

size–sensitive (GSS) processes, such as diffusion

creep and superplasticity (13, 16)^ contribute

proportionally more to the total strain rate than do

mechanisms of higher n. For planetary applica-

tions, it is essential to identify and characterize

creep mechanisms that may dominate at low

stresses. We report results of creep experiments

with the use of fine-grained ice II at low–strain rate

conditions to 10j8 sj1. We synthesized fine-

grained ice II by rapid cycling of the transforma-

tion from ice II to ice I (II-I transformation),

followed by repressurization, and observed and

measured ice II grain size with the use of a cryo-

genic scanning electron microscope (SEM). Using

these techniques, we found a low-n creep mecha-

nism that is weaker than GSI creep in ice II and

dominant at lower stresses and finer grain sizes.

Synthesis of the ice II samples and subsequent

creep experiments were carried out in a cryogenic

gas-medium deformation apparatus (10, 17). The

starting ice I (18) samples with a grain size of

about 250 mmwere transformed to ice II by pres-

surizing toÈ300MPa at a constant pumping rate,
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ordinarily 20 to 30 MPa/min in the absence of

transformation, at constant T in the range of 174

to 219K. Large overpressures are needed at lower

temperatures to initiate the I-II transformation

(fig. S1). After complete I-II transformation, the

pressure was vented from 300 to 30MPa in about

5 s, which is expected on the basis of earlier

experiments that produced ice I with a grain size

of about 10 mm (19, 20). The transformation to

ice II was then repeated, and in some samples a

second rapid venting to ice I was performed,

followed by a third transformation to ice II (table

S1). We carried out deformation experiments on

the samples after the first, second, or third I-II

transformation (table S2). In one case (run

511), we deformed the sample after both the

second and third transformations.

Six ice I samples were converted to ice II

(table S1) and plastically deformed in com-

pression at constant strain rates of 1.4 � 10j8

to 4.3 � 10j6 sj1 at P 0 200 to 250 MPa and

T 0 200 to 220 K. Each run consisted of

several fixed-condition steps of 1 to 3% strain,

giving a total of 18 measurements of steady-

state flow strength. The measured flow strength

ranged from 4.0 to 22 MPa and total strains

ranged from 3 to 17% (table S2). Figure 1

shows clear differences in creep behavior be-

tween ice II samples made by single and triple

I-II transformations. At a constant strain rate

of 3.9 � 10j8 sj1 (È1% strain per 3 days)

and T 0 200 K, the flow strength of the triple-

transformation sample is less than half that of

the single-transformation sample.

Creep results are summarized in Fig. 2.

We expand the rheological relationship given

above as ėe 0 AsndjpexpE�ðE* þ PV *Þ=RT ^,
where d is grain size (diameter), and A, p, E*,

and V* are the flow constants: preexponential

factor, grain-size exponent, activation energy,

and activation volume, respectively. Adjusting

the data at various pressures to 200 MPa using

V* 0 7 cm3/mol (10), the creep data for ice II

samples with single and double I-II transforma-

tions are consistent with the flow law previously

obtained at s 9 20 MPa, for which n 0 5.3 (10),

to a lowest stress of 6.1 MPa (Fig. 2A). Ice II

made by triple I-II transformation, however,

shows a different rheology with a stress

exponent n 0 2.5 at s 0 4.0 to 11 MPa (Fig. 2B).

Ice II can be metastably present at 0.1

MPa and T G 120 K (21). After our creep

experiments, samples were cooled to G100 K

at P , 200 MPa and then depressurized. The

right-cylindrical shape of the samples (e.g.,

fig. S2) suggests spatial uniformity of all the

processes to which the samples were subjected,

including multiple transformations and several

deformation steps.

The indium jackets encapsulating the sam-

ples during testing provide replicas of the outer

surface of the ice samples (11). From SEM ob-

servations of these replicas, we estimate that the

grain size of ice II samples after a single I-II

transformation is 38 T 14 mm (table S1). For the

multiply transformed ice II samples, grain di-

ameters were apparently too small for fair rep-

lication. For these samples, we decorated ice II

grain boundaries by partial back transformation

to ice I (22) and then observed the samples

directly by cryogenic SEM (23). The networks

formed by back transformation (Fig. 3) are so

strongly reminiscent of grain boundaries that, in

the absence of direct phase identification, we

take them to be ice I grains heterogeneously

nucleated on ice II grain boundaries. Further-

more, the raised relief of the ice I grains relative

to ice II is in accordance with its lower density;

to verify this, one sample of ice II was warmed

Fig. 1. Stress-strain curve of ice II made by the
single (red, run 516) and triple (black, run 511) I-II
transformation obtained at a pressure of 200 MPa,
temperature of 200 K, and constant strain rate of
around 3.9� 10j8 sj1 (tables S1 and S2). Breaks
in the curves represent periodic unloading of the
sample in order to rezero the internal force gauge.
Fluctuations in the stress-strain curve are mainly
due to temperature fluctuations when exchanging
liquid nitrogen tanks.

Fig. 2. Creep results for ice II with single (circle),
double (triangle), and triple (diamond) I-II trans-
formations at temperatures of 200 K (black), 210 K
(blue), and 220 K (red). The grain sizes of ice II
with the single and triple I-II transformations
are estimated to be 38 T 14 and 6 T 2 mm,
respectively (tables S1 and S2). Data at various
pressures are adjusted to P 0 200 MPa using an
activation volume V* 0 7 cm3/mol (10). Dotted
lines are the flow law with the stress exponent n 0
5.3 previously obtained (10). (A) Creep data for
ice II with single and double I-II transformations
are consistent with the n 0 5.3 rheology at 200 to
220 K. (B) Creep data for ice II with triple I-II
transformations indicate lower flow strength and
a smaller stress exponent of n 0 2.5 (solid line)
at 200 K. The dashed lines show the n 0 2.5
rheology at a grain size of 38 mm (i.e., that of
ice II after a single I-II transformation) assuming
grain-size exponents of p 0 1, 1.5, and 2. Plotted
data are listed in table S2.

Fig. 3. SEM images of fractured fresh surfaces
of polycrystalline ice II (23) showing ice II grain
boundaries decorated by ice I grains. (A) Wide
view of the sample. (B) Enlarged image of (A).
The ice I stands in raised relief relative to the
ice II due to the volumetric expansion to the
lower-density phase. This ice II sample (run
518) was made by the triple I-II transformations
and plastically deformed to 6% strain. After the
creep experiment, the sample was partially back
transformed to ice I and then quenched (tables
S1 and S2) (22).
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to above 120 K under the SEM beam. We ob-

served the expected volumetric expansion accom-

panying full reversion to ice I. The size of ice II

grains thus identified is 6 T 2 mm in the sample

with the triple I-II transformations and measurably

smaller than the approximate 38-mm grain size

achieved by single I-II transformation (table

S1). The correlation between number of trans-

formation cycles and rheology thus suggests that

grain size and rheology are strongly correlated.

Another effect of repeated pressure cycling

is a change in the character of the I-II trans-

formation. Given the È21% volume reduction

of the sample (24), P can sometimes be higher

before the transformation than afterwards. We

detected the I-II transformation during pressur-

ization by deviations from the normal P-versus-

time trend at a steady rate of pumping. These

deviations become increasingly sharp with re-

peated phase transformations (fig. S3 and table

S1). If the sharpness is related inversely to

grain size as the SEM observations suggest,

then the grain size after the second I-II trans-

formation, which was not observed by SEM,

might be expected to be between 38 and 6 mm.

We demonstrate a change from a GSI to a

weaker GSS rheology at low stresses and finer

grain sizes in ice II. As Fig. 2B shows, at 200

MPa and 200 K, the fine-grained ice II of d ,

6 mm is much weaker than ice II of d , 40 mm.

Furthermore, the finer-grained material has a

distinctly lower stress exponent than does the

coarse-grained material: n 0 2.5 versus n 0 5.3.

We estimate roughly a grain-size exponent p 9
1.5 on the basis of the dashed lines in Fig. 2B;

if p were G1.5, the lowest circle in Fig. 2B (ice

II of d 0 38 mm, the single I-II transition, at the

lowest strain rate of 1.6 � 10j8 sj1) would

reflect the transition to GSS creep and would

be shifted to lower stresses.

Ice II with grain size of about 15 mm shows

that grain size induced weakening (19), which

is consistent with our results. GSS creep has

been reported in ice I at ambient conditions

(25, 26). The flow law of GSS creep found in

various materials including ice I is generally

characterized by a smaller stress exponent n ,

2 instead of n , 5 for dislocation creep, and a

grain-size exponent of p , 2 (13, 16). GSS

creep in ice II with stress exponent n 0 2.5 is

consistent with these previous studies.

Figure 4 is a comparison of GSI and GSS

rheologies for both ice I and ice II at 200 MPa

and 200 K. For a given grain size, ice II is

stronger than ice I for both creep mechanisms.

For d , 10 mm, a transition from GSI creep to

GSS creep occurs at s , 10 MPa in both ice I

and ice II. Assuming a typical grain-size

exponent of p 0 2 for GSS creep in ice II,

extrapolation of the flow law to more planetary-

relevant grain sizes of d 0 1 and 10 mm

suggests that GSS creep becomes dominant

at s G 0.5 and 0.1 MPa, respectively; for p 0
1.5, the transition to GSS creep in ice II occurs

at s 0 1 and 0.5 MPa, respectively.

The stress levels in the density-driven, con-

vecting interiors of medium- and large-size icy

moons have been estimated to be on the order

of 0.01 MPa (14) and 0.1 MPa (15), respec-

tively. Therefore, it is likely that both ice I and

ice II plastically deform by the GSS creep

mechanisms in the interior of icy moons when

the grain size is less than 10 mm. In Fig. 4, for

example, at a stress of 0.1 MPa and grain size

of 1 mm, the viscosities ðs=3ėeÞ for GSI creep
in ice II, GSS creep in ice II, and GSS creep in

ice I are 5.2 � 1022, 4.7 � 1020, and 4.4 � 1016

PaIs, respectively, at a pressure of 200 MPa

and temperature of 200 K. The viscosity con-

trast between ices I and II at the I-II transition

depth will therefore be about four orders of

magnitude (ice II is the stronger of the two) if

the ice II is deforming in GSS creep and six

orders of magnitude if GSS creep is sup-

pressed. The difference in flow patterns and

heat transfer in the interiors will be substantial.

Thus, although further quantitative investiga-

tions of the grain-size and temperature depen-

dence are needed, the GSS creep of ice II

demonstrated in this study is a possible candidate

for a flow mechanism that controls the thermal

evolution and internal dynamics of medium-

and large-size satellites of the outer planets.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of ice I (black) and ice II
(red) rheology in both the GSI (dotted lines)
and GSS (solid lines) creep regimes at 200 MPa
and 200 K. Numbers are grain size (mm). Creep
data for ice I were taken from previous studies
(26, 27). The activation volume for GSS creep
was taken as that for GSI creep in both ice I and
ice II (10). GSS creep of ice II for grain sizes
100 and 1000 mm are plotted on the basis of
the creep data obtained for 6 mm and assuming
a grain-size exponent p 0 2.
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